HYDRAULIC MOTION CONTROL FOR FIRE AND RESCUE APPLICATIONS

Performance You Can Trust

In Every Emergency

POWER-PACKER®
Response You Can Rely On ... Every Time

Accidents. Fires. Emergencies. In your world, they happen all too often. And when the call comes in or the alarm sounds, there’s no time to waste. That’s why firefighters and apparatus manufacturers around the world rely on high performance customized Power-Packer components to make their jobs safer, faster and more efficient. From cab tilt products to hose bed cover lift systems, Power-Packer hydraulic pumps, cylinders and latches combine to create some of the most powerful and durable hydraulic motion control systems available anywhere. Our engineers understand the harsh environments and rigorous demands of fire and rescue settings and design products that respond in every emergency situation, helping make your job easier.

Make Power-Packer part of your emergency response team today.

Cab Tilt Systems
Fire apparatus cabs are heavy and require a cab tilt system designed to meet the challenge. With our complete range of hydraulic cab tilt products, Power-Packer can work with you to develop a cab tilting system perfectly matched to meet the weight and specs of your cab. When you combine our hydraulic cylinders with any of our hydraulic pumps — whether electric, air or manually powered — you have a better fitting, smarter system that delivers the performance, ergonomic efficiency and safety required to access critical under cab systems.

Specialty Pumps
Choose from a variety of hard-working designs to meet your specific pump needs. Power-Packer offers options such as high quality standard hand pumps or electric pumps that require just a simple push of a button to get down to work.

- Maximum operating pressures from 3,000 to 5,000 psi
- Reservoir capacity of 35 or 65 cubic inches
- Manual override on all pumps

Hydraulic Cylinders
Lightweight and dependable, Power-Packer’s line of hydraulic cylinders are single or double-acting and available in a variety of rod end and base mounting configurations. Optional internal tamper-proof velocity fuses or built-in flow control ensure added safety and performance.

- Maximum operating pressure of 5,000 psi
- Bore sizes from 1.25” to 3.0”
- Steel plunger with hard chrome-plated surface

Hydraulic Latches
Power-Packer’s hydraulic latch secures covers and cabs for safe travel and is ideal for new and existing fire and rescue applications. Compact size and strength, along with versatile mounting capability easily meet single or multiple latch needs. Our unique, patented design includes a latch indicator — either a visual pin or an electrical system — with options such as an indicator light or transmission lock that indicates when the latch has engaged mechanically or released hydraulically.

- Maximum vertical pull load of 10,000 lbs.
- Maximum hydraulic pressure of 5,000 psi

Stabilization Legs
Strong, reliable and easy-to-use. Power-Packer hydraulic stabilization legs have been used in tough applications both on and off highway. They arrive completely assembled and tested with a bolt-on, outer tube mount conveniently integrated into the design for maximum flexibility. Our legs can be customized to meet your outrigger design and performance requirements for the most seamless fit into your apparatus.
Discover the Power-Packer Difference

Along with hard-working, precision components built to ISO9000 standards, Power-Packer delivers personalized, timely service, no matter how complex your need may be. Our goal is to always give you the highest-quality, longest-lasting, safest products on the market today.

Hose Bed Cover Lift Systems

When time is critical, Power-Packer’s hose bed cover lift systems offer speed and efficiency. Simple one button operation opens one or both doors, allowing fast access with no firefighter effort required. A hydraulic latch, with a manual release lever, effortlessly secures hose bed covers. Each intuitive, compact system uses specialized mini hydraulic cylinders and is customized to your exact needs.

Call 800.745.4142 to learn more.
www.powerpackerus.com
We Power Your Ideas

A global market leader, Power-Packer offers custom hydraulic position and motion control solutions for the toughest, most critical demands including:

• On highway vehicles
• Off highway equipment
• Medical equipment/patient handling

Power-Packer is part of the Engineered Solutions segment of Actuant Corporation, a $1.4B diversified, industrial organization with operations in more than 30 countries.